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The beginning of 2021 presents an opportunity to
look back over our responsible investment expertise of the last 15 years, and at the first thematic
fund focused on the environment, launched in 2007.
But first, to celebrate the 7th anniversary of this
Editorial column and thank you, our readers, both
individual and institutional investors, who regularly
encourage us through this bridge that connects us.
This is an opportunity to make projections for the
future on the occasion of the launch of our 3rd Responsible Investment Strategy programme (20212024), after those of 2012-2016 and 2017-2020. We
will talk about it at the end of this Editorial. Analysing
the work done is also a way of positioning over the
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EXPERTS, a term sometimes criticised in the
current world, but in which we find our anchor
and the balance between activism and the risk
of “greenwashing”. The etymology of the word
“expert” goes back to the Latin expertus, which
means “skilled”, “having mastery of one’s art”,
“proved”, “having proven”. The objective of this
Editorial is to share in a simple way the knowledge
we have gained.
COMMITED, because even though the era of the
pioneers is over, there is nothing dearer than the
affirmation of our convictions to continue the
momentum initiated, to provide dialogue and
support.

long term, which is the essence of sustainability. We
are well aware of this ourselves, as an investment
house with roots that go back to the 18th century.
The era of the pioneers of responsible investment is
over. We are very happy, because this means that
its momentum is now unstoppable.
We use three key words to describe our daily endeavours: Experts Committed to Humanity.

Sustainable Finance and
Responsible Investment
Chair
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HUMANITY, given that the attention given to the
environment is also “selfishly” focused on protecting humans and their ecosystem. The Earth
will indeed outsurvive us in the worst of scenarios
with a population of 10, 5 or 3 billion. Let us not
forget that on the scale of the history of the Universe, reduced to 24 hours by the astronomer Carl
Sagan, Homo Sapiens did not appear until 23H56.

Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management
is a co-sponsor of the Sustainable Finance and
Responsible Investment Chair which is comanaged by Ecole Polytechnique and the Toulouse
School of Economics, and is a co-sponsor of the
FIR - PRI european research awards.

NEWS

PROMOTING MORE SUSTAINABLE
PROTEINS
ON OUR PLATES
Increasingly concerned about the environmental
impact of meat production1, Edmond de Rothschild

and environmental crisis caused by the COVID-19
pandemic.

Asset Management (France) joined the FAIRR initiative in 2020. It is a collaborative investor network
that raises awareness of the environmental, social
and governance (ESG) risks and opportunities
brought about by intensive livestock breeding.

TAKING THE COMMITMENT FURTHER
In phase 5, over 100 investors asked 25 distributors
and manufacturers of global food products to go
further and make various scheduled commitments to increase
the share of plant-based and
alternative proteins in their portfolios. The objective is to enable
consumers to switch to healthy
and sustainable diets that do not
involve excessive consumption of
animal products and ingredients.
The companies targeted by this
commitment include Walmart,
Hershey, Costco, Kraft Heinz,
Amazon, Loblaw, Kroger, General
Mills, Mondelez, Coles, Woolworths, Grupo Nutresa, Saputo,
Carrefour, Groupe Casino, Ahold
Delhaize, ICA Gruppen, Tesco,
Sainsbury’s,
M&S,
Morrisons,
Conagra, Unilever, Nestlé, and
Kerry Group.

Our first act within the group is to join phase 5 of
the initiative, which promotes the development of
sustainable proteins. Launched in 2016, it calls on
large food companies to adopt a global approach
to avoid excessive dependence on animal proteins.
From our point of view that protein diversification
has the potential to transform a food company’s
core business and value proposition in terms of
growth, profitability, risk exposure, and the ability to
compete and innovate.
So far, this commitment has allowed for greater
data transparency from the targeted companies
with regard to their use of protein diversification
as a growth driver, but also as a tool to mitigate
climate risk. Using this data, FAIRR has not only
revealed increased investment in alternative proteins, but also a significant change in food habits
around the world in the context of the global health
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This appeal has already led to significant progress,
as shown by the recent commitment of UK retailer
Tesco to achieve a sales growth target of 300% over
five years for plant-based meat alternatives.
This commitment requires companies to:
Evaluate their current exposure to animal proteins and the risk profile of these supply chains;
Assess the strategic implications of growth plans
(through scenario analysis) that rely more heavily
on animal proteins;
Transition their global business model to less
resource-intensive food products;
Develop a cross-functional strategy (involving
R&D, marketing, and sustainable sourcing) to
undertake a transition.
1. See News, Report no. 21, February 2020.
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FROM AN ACADEMIC POINT OF VIEW

THE BIG BLUE:
FINANCING SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD
Can finance contribute to seafood sustainability? This is an
increasingly relevant
question given the
projected growth of
seafood demand and
the magnitude of social and environmental
issues associated with
its production.

JEAN-BAPTISTE
JOUFFRAY

Since the 1960s, aquaculture has been the
Stockholm University
world’s fastest-growing
food sector. Rates of
fish consumption have increased twice as rapidly as
population growth, and fish has become one of the
most traded food commodities. In 2018, global fish
production reached an all-time high of 179 million
tonnes, supplying vital proteins and micronutrients
to billions of people.
But this is not unproblematic. The percentage of
fish stocks that are within biologically sustainable
levels have decreased from 90% in 1974 to 66%
today, and the sector is plagued with unsustainable
practices, ranging from illegal fishing and habitat
destruction to overuse of antibiotics and forced labour. Making sure that seafood is socially and environmentally sustainable has therefore become a key
concern for industry, governments, and the general
public alike.
Banks hold great potential for promoting sustainability, given their ability to monitor companies in detail and to tailor loan terms. Regardless of a firm’s
ownership structure, bank loans dominate external
financing in the world’s major economies and are essential to the operations of seafood companies.
By incorporating sustainability criteria into loan
covenants and binding companies to sustainable
practices, banks could play a prominent role in accelerating transformation toward better practices,
not just in seafood but across all ocean-based (and
arguably other soft commodity) industries.
For example, in May 2019 the agriculture giant Louis
Dreyfus Company agreed with its lenders a US$750

4

million loan for which the interest rate is linked
to the company’s sustainability performance, as
measured by a reduction in its carbon dioxide emissions, electricity consumption, water usage and solid
waste sent to landfill. If the sustainability rating goes
up, the interest goes down, and vice versa.
Likewise, Rabobank recently arranged a US$100 million “green and social” loan with Chilean company
AgroSuper, the country’s leading salmon company
and the second-largest salmon producer in the world.
The loan agreement contains several environmental
and social conditions that AgroSuper must comply
with, such as a commitment to reduce antibiotic use
and increase the number of eco-certifications.
The rapid growth of sustainability-linked loans
proves this can be done, but such criteria and incentives need to become the norm rather than the
exception. In return, a company’s social and environmental performance will likely feed back to the
financier, yielding financial and reputational benefits.

STOCK EXCHANGES AS
GATEKEEPERS
To open its ownership to the public, a firm must get
listed on a stock exchange. Companies do so to access capital, gain exposure to broader markets and
enhance their brand reputation. This creates another
opportunity to scrutinise firms and take sustainability into consideration.
In 2014, for instance, the company China Tuna filed
for an initial public offering (IPO) to the Hong Kong
Stock Exchange. As part of its risk analysis, the firm
indicated that vessels under the Chinese flag had
exceeded the catch limits allocated to China year
on year but that non-compliance penalties were either non-existent or not upheld. It mentioned that
because the Chinese government had not set any
quotas with respect to individual fishing companies or vessels, there was no risk of them being held
responsible.
Greenpeace filed a complaint saying that China Tuna
used outdated data and overlooked environmental
risks. They also reached out to China’s Bureau of
Fisheries, which strongly condemned the company’s
actions as “gravely misleading investors and the in-

ternational community”, and to Deutsche Bank – the
sole sponsor of the IPO – which declined to comment and thereafter suffered reputational damages.
Remarkably, most large publicly listed seafood companies are listed on just a handful of stock exchanges. The Tokyo Stock Exchange alone concentrates
53% of the combined revenue of the world’s top 45
listed seafood companies, while the exchanges of
Tokyo, Oslo, Korea and Thailand together account
for 86% of revenues. More stringent sustainability
criteria in the listing rules of
just a few stock exchanges

could

therefore

have

big effects on the seafood
industry.

SHAREHOLDER ACTIVISM
Once a company gets listed,
an investor’s impact on corporate decisions is determined by its percentage of
stock ownership (and share
of voting rights). Shareholder activism is the third financial lever of influence we
investigated

by

analysing

more than 3,000 shareholders and 160 seafood firms.
Although it represents an
important way to affect

tional risk spreading strategy) creates a “financial
commons dilemma” – where powerful financial investors lack the incentives to actively monitor individual seafood firms.

A TRULY “BLUE” FINANCIAL SYSTEM
Much of the dialogue around sustainable ocean finance to date has focused on development finance,
impact investment or the creation of new financial
instruments, such as blue
bonds. However, while offering much-needed finance
streams, these represent
only a small proportion of
the financial capital supporting the blue economy.

BANKS HOLD
GREAT
POTENTIAL FOR
PROMOTING
SUSTAINABILITY,
GIVEN THEIR
ABILITY TO
MONITOR
COMPANIES IN
DETAIL AND TO
TAILOR LOAN
TERMS

company policies, we found
its influence may have limitations in the seafood sector. Most large fishing and
aquaculture firms are privately owned, and in the
publicly listed ones no single investor has substantial
shares across many different companies.
Looking at the nature of the shareholders further
reveals that the proportion accounted for by financial institutions decreases as the ownership share increases, leaving mainly individuals and non-financial
companies as large shareholders. While individuals
can be instrumental, they are less susceptible to
public pressure than institutional investors such as
pension funds or sovereign wealth funds.
The observed pattern of institutional shareholders
injecting large amounts of capital into an industry
but with little stake in any one company (a conven-
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As pressures on the ocean
mount, what is missing
are norms and regulations
that can push for systemic
change in the mainstream
finance sector and ensure a
truly “blue” financial system,
where sustainability criteria
are systematically integrated into traditional financial
services. This would also improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of financial institutions with respect to the
materiality of non-financial
information.

Crucial to this process is the
disclosure by seafood companies of their non-financial
activities and performance, and the need to independently audit the information to ensure its validity
and reliability. Where it is not yet the case, national
and international regulation regarding financial reporting and accounting must therefore be expanded
to also include non-financial information. Governments should enforce this type of reporting by making its requirements on par with those of financial
accounting and reporting standards.
Authors : Jean-Baptiste Jouffray (Stockholm University),
Beatrice Crona (Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences),
Emmy Wassénius (Stockholm University), Jan Bebbington (University of Birmingham Business School) and
Bert Scholtens (University of Groningen & University of
St Andrews).
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RECOMMENDED
READING

COMPANY MEETINGS

SMURFIT KAPPA

WHEN
OPTIMISM AND
DETERMINATION
MAKE THINGS
BETTER

© Smurfit Kappa.

For more than 10 years now, Alex
Edmans has been a well-known academic among responsible investment
practitioners thanks to his various
contributions, particularly on social issues. In his recent book entitled “Grow
the Pie”, the Professor of Finance at
the London Business School shares
a few truths about sustainability and
corporate responsibility. He advocates
a reinventing of capitalism through sustainable development and a balanced
model that respects all stakeholders.
Optimistic and determined, the author
encourages us to analyse the ability of
companies to meet the expectations of
both investors and society. As such, it
is not a zero-sum game since “growing
the pie” will make it easier to share out
the slices.

Founded in 1934, Smurfit Kappa is a global leader in
paper packaging. Operating on a pan-European base,
it is the European leader in cardboard packaging (solid
board, kraft paper for bags, folding carton, etc.). The
company has announced new sustainability targets
under the name “Better Planet 2050”. One of these
targets is a 55% reduction in the carbon intensity of
Smurfit Kappa’s system of paper and cardboard factories by 2030.
The Group operates in Latin America as well, where it also
manages forests, notably in Colombia, where it applies
best biodiversity management practices. The group
is very advanced in the circular economy and uses 75%
recycled fibres. Product applications notably include point
of sale displays (high quality to maximise brand impact
and boost sales), packaging for e-commerce, retail ready
packaging, consumer packaging and other.
Europe represents 75% of Smurfit Kappa’s sales. While
only 14% of plastic is currently recycled (versus 89% of
corrugated board), efforts to reduce the plastics used by
companies producing consumer goods is a major source
of opportunity. The group’s innovation strategy and
biodegradable and recyclable packaging have enabled it
to win new markets.
The group benefits fully from the e-commerce boom
thanks to a suitable and complete offer that can improve
the supply chain, sustainability and profitability of all online companies.
Source of data: Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management (France).
The information about the companies cannot be assimilated to an opinion of Edmond de
Rothschild Asset Management (France) on the expected evolution of the securities and on
the foreseeable evolution of the price of the financial instruments they issue. This information cannot be interpreted as a recommendation to buy or sell such securities.

114 MILLION

38%

Number of people in the world put
into inactivity or unemployment in
2020 due to Covid-19.

Renewables rose to generate 38% of Europe’s
electricity in 2020 (compared to 34.6% in
2019), for the first time overtaking fossil-fired
generation, which fell to 37%.

Source: International Labour Organization
(ILO).
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GROW THE PIE: HOW GREAT COMPANIES
DELIVER BOTH PURPOSE AND PROFIT
by Axel Edmans (26 march 2020).

Source : Ember, coal to clean energy policy.

THE RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT TEAM IN ACTION

OBJECTIVES SHARED ACROSS
ASSET MANAGEMENT
In drawing up its third Responsible Investment
(RI) strategy 2021-2024, Edmond de Rothschild
Asset Management achieved a milestone by defining, for the first time, twelve objectives that
would be shared across all its business lines and
entities, concerning liquid assets, private equity,
infrastructure debt, and property.
These «compulsory gestures» reflect the Asset
Management Executive Committee’s determination
to position itself as a leader in Responsible Investment. They are a powerful lever that sets a shared
direction and ambitious standards while remaining
pragmatic. They will therefore constitute the framework within which each business line will be able to
execute «open gestures», i.e., set the most relevant
RI objectives for their business area.
The Responsible Investment team coordinated the
development of these objectives using a top-down
and bottom-up approach, involving the close collaboration of representatives and senior managers from
the various Asset Management business lines. Eight
cross-functional working groups have been formed
on projects where a common approach seems particularly relevant, such as ESG Integration, Dialogue
and Engagement, Climate, Reporting, Training,
Communication and Marketing, and Compensation.

A LONG-TERM ENDEAVOUR
Over several weeks, objectives were set, shared
and associated with ambitious implementation time
frames, while ensuring that our various business lines
may progress on the themes selected at a relatively
equal speed. From the outset, we reaffirmed our
commitment to comply with the United Nations-sup-

ported Principles for Responsible Investment (UN
PRI), with the shared objective being to have all of
our Asset Management entities sign the PRI by the
end of 2021, and obtain the best rating (A+) on the
governance and strategy module by 2024 at the
latest. Given the urgent climate situation, it seemed
essential that all entities develop a climate strategy
based on the recommendations of the TCFD (Task
Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures)1,
capitalising on the experience of Edmond de Rothschild AM (France), which has had a climate road
map in place since 2017.
The ESG analysis component also seemed important to anchor our RI approach in our day-to-day
management. By the end of 2021, all investments
related to liquid and illiquid assets will incorporate
ESG considerations.
Going beyond management-specific issues, our
approach is aimed at all Edmond de Rothschild AM
employees, to promote a common commitment to
Responsible Investment. In light of this, we aim to
expand our RI training offer to train all employees by
the end of the year. We also want to incentivise employees by including the integration of ESG criteria/
objectives into their usual objectives and thus their
variable remuneration.
These cross-functional objectives were submitted
to the Responsible Investment Steering Committee in early January 2021 and will help us set the
trajectory, over the next four years, of a global
player committed to developing responsible
finance.
1. The TCFD is a working group established in 2015 by the Financial Stability Board
(FSB) at COP21.
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WE DON’T
SPECULATE
ON THE
FUTURE.
WE BUILD IT.
EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD
BOLD BUILDERS OF THE FUTURE.
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